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Abstract  

Background:  Pancreatic Ductal Adenocarcinoma (PDAC)  

is one of the deadliest cancers presenting an increased mortality  
rate of about 3% of all cancers and about 7% of all cancer  
death in the United States and Europe. One of them, used for  

long as potential independent predictor of surgery is the  
Sialylated Lewis blood group carbohydrate antigen 19.9  
(CA19.9). CA19.9 is detected in low levels in healthy indi-
viduals (up to 37U/ml) and the level is elevated in several  

types of cancers including pancreatic, and also in benign  

conditions such as pancreatitis and choledocholithiasis.  

Aim of Study:  To evaluate the diagnostic value of CA19.9  
in predicting the resectability of pancreatic cancer.  

Patients and Methods:  This is prospective and retrospec-
tive study which was carried out on 25 patients diagnosed as  

patients with biopsy-proved adenocarcinoma of the pancreas.  
All patients were selected from Eldemerdash Hospital Uni-
versity, Ain-Shams University Hospitals in the period from  

January 2016 to April 2019.  

Results:  The majority of the patients have cancer head of  
pancreas (72%), while 20% were confined to the body and  
8% were confined to the body and tail. The majority of patients  

(44%) underwent pancreaticoduodenectomy, 20% of patients  
underwent distal pancreatectomy, 4% of patients underwent  

total pancreatectomy, and 32% patients underwent only ex-
ploratory laparotomy and biopsy. At present the best way for  

pre-operative staging of pancreatic cancer is bolous and tri-
phase helical computed tomography, which have been showen  

to be almost 100% accurate in predicting unresectable disease.  

Serum CA19.9 level in patients with unresectable tumor was  

highly significantly higher compared with that in patients  
with resectable tumor. Positive significant correlation between  
CA19-9 with total bilirubin, ALT and AST.  

Conclusion:  CA19.9 is one of the tumor markers for  
pancreatic adenocarcinoma. It can be used as marker to identify  

pancreatic adenocarcinoma with limited sensitivity and spe-
cificity. The use of CA19.9 in conjunction with modern  

imaging techniques may improve the characterization of  

resectability and categorization of 'borderline-resectable'  

tumours, however this biomarker alone does not possess  
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enough predictive value. Most likely, as suggested by many  

others, a combination of biomarkers is needed in order to  

achieve acceptable sensitivity and specificity in a disease with  

non-specific symptoms and low incidence.  
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resonance imaging.  

Introduction  

PANCREATIC  cancer is the most lethal solid  
organ malignancies. It represents the 1 1 

th 
 most  

common cancer in the United Kingdom, accounting  

for 3% of all new cancer cases. Pancreatectomy  
offers the only potential for cure but it is only  
possible in minority of patient even in these patients  
who undergo resection [1] .  

Pancreatic cancer affects males more than fe-
males. The tumor peak incidence lies between 55  

and 70 years of age.  

The prognosis of pancreatic cancer is extremely  

poor and its early diagnosis is difficult, still surgical  

resection offers the best chance of cure [2] .  

At present the best way for pre-operative staging  

of pancreatic cancer is bolus and tri-phase helical  

computed tomography, which have been showing  
to be almost 100% accurate in predicting unresect-
able disease [3] .  

CA19.9 is the most common tumors markers  
used for diagnosis or monitor pancreatic malignan-
cies [4] .  

CA19.9 more useful for monitoring of recur-
rence following curative surgery rather than for  

diagnosis [5] .  
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The sensitivity and specificity of CA19.9 for  

diagnosis of pancreatic malignancies varies from  

70-90% [6] .  

Serum CA19.9 may also elevated at other con-
dition such as cholangio carcinoma and chronic  
pancreatitis [7] .  

Aim of the work:  

The aim of the study is to evaluate the diagnostic  
value of CA19.9 in predicting the resectability of  

pancreatic cancer.  

Patients and Methods  

The current study represents prospective and  

retrospective study which was carried out on 25  

patients diagnosed as patients with biopsy-proved  
adenocarcinoma of the pancreas. All patients were  

selected from El-Demerdash Hospital University,  
Ain-Shams University Hospitals in the period from  
January 2016 to April 2019.  

The study protocol:  The study protocol was  
approved by Faculty of Medicine, Ain Shams  
University, Research Ethics Committee. Informed  
written consents were taken before inclusion of  

the patients into the study after explanation of the  

technique, expectations, possible side effects and  

alternative treatments.  

Patients:  Age of the study population ranged  
from 45-<85 years with and (64%) of them were  
males. Were recruited in the study.  

Methods assay:  
Serum samples were stored at –20~ to –70~C,  

and these specimens were then assayed within 1  

week. The CA 19.9 concentration was determined  
by a solid phase radioimmunoassay (Centocor,  

Inc., Malvern, Pa).  

A value of 37U/ml was used as the upper limit  

of normal. One unit of CA 19.9 antigen corresponds  
to 0.8ng/ml of pure antigen.  

Chemiluminescent microparticle immunoassay-
CMIA: All immunoassays require the use of the  
labeled material in order to measure the amount  
of antigen or antibody. A label is a molecule that  

will react as a part of the assay, so a change in  

signal can be measured in the blood after adding  

reagent solution. CMIA is noncompetitive sandwich  
assay technology to measure analyses. The amount  

of signal is directly proportional to the amount of  

analytic present in the sample. Architect CA 19.9  

assay is two-step immunoassay to determine the  
presence CA 19.9 in human serum using CMIA  
technology.  

In the first step, sample, assay diluent and anti-
CA 19.9-antibody-coated paramagnetic particles  
are combined. CA 19.9, present in the sample,  
binds to the anti-CA 19.9 coated micro particles.  
After incubation and wash, anti-CA 19.9-acri-
dinium-labeled conjugate is added in the second  
step. Following another incubation and wash, pre-
trigger and trigger solutions are then added to the  

reaction mixture. The pre-trigger solution (hydrogen  

peroxide) creates an acidic environment to prevent  
the early release of energy (light emission), helps  

to keep micro particles from clumping and splits  

acridinium dye off the conjugate bound to the  
micro particle complex (this action prepares the  
acridinium dye for the next step). The trigger  

solution (sodium hydroxide) dispenses to the reac-
tion mixture. The acridinium undergoes an oxida-
tive reaction when is exposed to peroxide and an  
alkaline solution. This reaction causes the occur-
rence of the chemiluminescent reaction. N-methy-
lacridone forms and releases energy (light emission)  

as it returns to its ground state. The resulting  

chemiluminescent reaction is measured as Relative  

Light Units (RLU). A direct relationship exists  
between the amount of CA 19.9 in the sample and  

RLU detected by Architect System optics.  

Radiological assessment: Abdominal ultra-
sound. Pancreatic protocol CT and MRI were done.  
ERCP was done when necessary.  

Administrative considerations:  An official per-
mission was obtained from Ain-Shams University  

Hospital. An official permission was obtained from  

the Osteology Department. An official permission  
was obtained from the Institutional Research.  

Approval from Ethical Committee in the Faculty  
of Medicine (Institutional Research Board IRB).  

Ethical consideration:  Informed consent was  
obtained from all participants after being informed  
about the aims and process of the study as well as  

applicable objectives. The study procedures were  

free from any harmful effects on the participants  

as well as the service provided. The principal  
investigators have kept individual data as private  

information safely.  

Data management and statistical analysis:  

Data entry, processing and statistical analysis  

was carried out using using SPSS version 20 (Sta-
tistical Package for the Social Sciences). Tests of  

significance (Kruskal-Wallis, Wilcoxon's, Chi  

square, logistic regression analysis, and Spearman's  
correlation) were used. Data were presented and  

suitable analysis was done according to the type  

of data (parametric and non-parametric) obtained  
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for each variable. p-values less than 0.05 (5%) was  
considered to be statistically significant.  

p-value: Level of significance: p>0.05: Non-
Significant (NS). p<0.05: Significant (S). p<0.01:  
Highly Significant (HS).  

Descriptive statistics: Mean, Standard Deviation  
(±  SD) and range for parametric numerical data,  

while median and Inter-Quartile Range (IQR) for  

non-parametric numerical data. Frequency and  

percentage of non-numerical data.  

Analytical statistics:  
Kruskal-Wallis test was used to assess the sta-

tistical significance of the difference of a non-
parametric variable between more than two study  

groups.  

Results  

Fig. (1): Shows C.T and PET scan of pancreatic cancer.  

Fig. (2): Showing 59 years old male patient with pancreatic cancer (A) PET/C.T fusion, (E) Images show a mass in  

the pancreatic head increased FDG uptake (arrow).  
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Pancreatic cancer  p  %  S.D  M  N  

N  p  %  M  S.D  Operations  

1.23  40 1.24  
20 
 

Resectable  
16  
24  

0.547  2 40 1.6  
Unresectable  

3 60  Borderline  
pancreatic  
cancer  

1  Resectable  
2  Borderline  
3  Locally advanced  
4  Metastatic  

10  
5  
4  
6  

Total  25  100%  

N  p  %  M S.D  
Borderline pancreatic  

cancer  

0.389  10  83.34  1.16  
Resectable  
pancreatic  
cancer  

2  16.66  

Total  12  100%  

p  %  S.D  M  N  

11  
5  
1  
8  

44  
20  
4  
32  

1.33  1.2  
pancr-
eaticoduo-
denectomy  

1  

2  

3  

• Unresectable borderline  
pancreatic cancer  

• Locally advanced  
pancreatic cancer  

• Metastatic  

4  

6  

30.77  

46.15  

0.832  2.23  
Locally  
advanced  
pancreatic  
cancer  

Total  25  100%  Total  13  100  

Fig. (3): Showing reconstruction after resection during the  

Whipple's operation for treatment of pancreatic head  
cancer.  

Table (1): Showing age of the study groups ranged from 45  
years to <85 years.  

Table (2): Showing sex of patients 16 patients are male and  

9 patients are female.  

Gender  

1 Male  
2 Female  

Total  

N  p  %  M  S.D  

16  64  1.36  0.489  
9  36  (M=1, F=2)  

25  100%  

Table (3): Showing location of the tumors in all patients.  

Age  

a 45-<55  
a 55-<65  
a 65-<75  
a 75-<85  

Total  

N  p  %  M  S.D  

5  20  50.2  3.89  
5  20  60.6  3.64  
10  40  70.2  2.65  
5  20  68.2  5.16  

25  100%  

1  
2  
3  
4  

Table (4): Showing types of operations in patients with  

pancreatic cancers.  

• Resectable Borderline  
pancreatic cancer  

• Unresectable  
Borderline pancreatic  
cancer  

• Resectable pancreatic  
cancer  

• Resectable Borderline  
pancreatic cancer  

1 • Pancreaticoduodenectomy  
2 • Distal pancreatectomy  
3 • Total pancreatectomy  
4 • Exploratory laparotomy  

and biopsy  

3  23.08  

Location of tumor N p  % M S.D  

1 Head 18 72 1.32 0.637  
2 Body 5 20 head  
3 Body and tail 2 8  

Total 25 100%  

Total 5 
 

100%  

Table (7): Showing pancreatic tumors classification according  

to its operability.  

Pancreatic cancer 
 

N 
 p  % M S.D  

1 Operable 12 48 1.52 0.509  
2 Non operable 13  52 non operable  

Total 25 
 

100%  

Table (8): Showing operable pancreatic cancer.  

Pancreatic tumor  
- operable  

Table (5): Showing pancreatic cancers classification according  

to C.T pancreatic protocol.  

1  

2  

1  

2  

Table (9): Showing non operable pancreatic cancer.  

Pancreatic tumor  
- Non operable  

N 
 p  % M S.D  

Table (6): Showing borderline pancreatic tumors after surgery.  
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Table (10): Showing relationship between CA19.9 and its operability.  

Total of pt  Pancreatic cancer  CA19.9  M  S.D  F  DF  Sig.  

10  Resectable pancreatic cancer  <150u/ml  136.2  1.932  222.910  9  0.000  
2  Resectable borderline pancreatic cancer  150-<300u/ml  229  9.899  1.101  1  0.419  
3  Unresectable borderline pancreatic cancer  300-<450u/ml  330.6  15.885  1.055  2  0.240  
4  Locally advanced pancreatic cancer  500-<1000u/ml  770.2  173.338  8.887  3  0.000  
6  Metastatic  >1000u/ml  2587.1  881.405  7.190  5  0.000  

Table (11): Comparison between CA19.9, and total and direct bilirubin and liver enzymes in the studied groups.  

Total of pt  Pancreatic cancer  CA19.9  Total Bilirubin  Direct Bilirubin  ALT  AST  

10 pts  • Resectable pancreatic  <150u/ml:  1.5-2.5mg/dL:  1-2.5mg/dL:  10-20u/l:  10-15u/l:  
cancer  M=136.2  M=2.19  M=2.11  M=16.8  M=12.3  

SD=1.932  SD=0.334  SD=0.445  SD=2.936  SD=1.059  

2 pts  • Resectable borderline  150-<300u/ml:  5-7mg/dL:  3-6mg/dL:  15-25u/l:  5-25u/l:  
pancreatic cancer  M=229  M=6  M=4.5  M=20  M=20.5  

SD=9.899  SD=1.414  SD=2.121  SD=7.071  SD=6.363  

3 pts  • Un resectable borderline  300-<450u/ml:  10-12mg/dL:  8-12mg/dL:  30-45u/l:  20-40u/l:  
pancreatic cancer  M=330.6  M=11  M=10  M=36.6  M=32.3  

SD=15.885  SD=1  SD=1.732  SD=7.637  SD=10.785  

4 pts  • Locally advanced  500-<1000u/ml:  15-18mg/dL:  10-15mg/dL:  100-150u/l:  80-130u/l:  
pancreatic cancer  M=770.2  M=16.75  M=13  M=131.75  M=115.75  

SD=173.338  SD=1258  SD=2.160  SD=22.306  SD=23.893  

6 pts  • Metastatic  > 1000u/ml:  20-25mg/dL:  16-20mg/dL:  200-250u/l:  150-300u/l:  
M=2587.1  M=23.16  M=18.166  M=232  M=221.6  
SD=881.405  SD=1.722  SD=1.471  SD=19.005  SD=55.966  

Discussion  

Pancreatic cancer is one of the most lethal solid  
organ malignancies, with a 5-year survival rate of  

6%. It represents the 1 1th most common cancer in  

the United Kingdom, accounting for 3% of all new  

cancer cases. It is characterized by diagnostic  

difficulty, distant metastasis and aggressive local  

invasion at an early stage [8] .  

Pancreatic cancer affects males more than fe-
males. The tumor peak incidence lies between 55  

and 70 years of age. The prognosis of pancreatic  

cancer is extremely poor and its early diagnosis is  

difficult [9] .  

The only way to cure pancreatic cancer is to  

remove the entire tumor with no residual disease  

(microscopic resection-margin negative). A pre-
operative assessment for the possibility of complete  

resection for patients with pancreatic cancer is  

very important because precise estimation results  

in fewer unnecessary operations that do not afford  

survival benefit to the patients [1] .  

Even in those patients who undergo resection,  

most die because occult extrapancreatic metasta-
tic disease was likely present at the time of diag-
nosis [10] .  

Currently, the study of choice for pre-operative  

staging of pancreatic cancer is Computed Tomog-
raphy (CT). The accuracy of thin-cut, bolus-con-
trast, triple phase helical CT in predicting inoper-
ability approaches 100%; however, the determina-
tion of resectability is only 75% to 80% [11] .  

CA19.9 is detected in low levels in healthy  
individuals (up to 37U/ml) and the level is elevated  

in several types of cancers including pancreatic,  

and also in benign conditions such as pancreatitis  

and choledocholithiasis [12] .  

CA19.9 is the most common tumor marker used  
for diagnosis and monitoring of pancreatic maligna-
ncies in which CA19.9 is reported to have a sensi-
tivity ranging between 68% and 92%. Its measure-
ment is simple, fast, cheap and noninvasive [5] .  

Utility of CA19.9 in pancreatic cancer has been  
explored for screening, diagnostic, prognosis,  
predictive and also resectability purposes. Pre-
operative CA19.9 levels are associated with cancer  

staging and prognosis. Increased values are asso-
ciated with the identification of unresectable disease  

during staging laparoscopy or laparotomy [13] .  

The use of CA19.9 values is known to influence  
the decision of pancreatic cancer surgery. However,  
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still for years, controversy has existed in regard  

the clinical cut-off of CA19.9 levels to determine  

resectability [14] .  

In the present study, the majority of patients  

had cancer head of pancreas 18 patients (72%),  

while 5 patients (20%) were confined to the body  

and 2 patients (8%) were confined to the body and  

tail.  

The majority of patients, 11 patients (44%)  
underwent pancreaticoduodenectomy, 5 patients  

(20%) of patients underwent distal pancreatectomy,  

1 patients (4%) of patients underwent total pancre-
atectomy, and 8 patients (32%) patients underwent  

only exploratory laparotomy and biopsy.  

Herrero s-Villanueva et al., [14]  showed that,  
out of 203 patients included in their study tumor  
was localized in the head of pancreas in 138 patients  

(68%), body-tail in 20 patients (30%) and was not  
defined in 4 patients (2%). TNM clinical staging  

was I in 24 (11.8%) patients, II in 26 (12.8%), III  
in 48 (23.6%), IV in 94 (46.3%) and unknown in  
11 (5.5%).  

Among 25 patients included in the present  

study, C.T with pancreatic protocol has been done,  

10 (40%) of them had resectable tumor and 5  
patients (20%) had borderline pancreatic tumor.  

While, 4 patients (16%) had locally advanced  

pancreatic cancer and 6 patients (24%) had metas-
tasis.  

Herreros-Villanueva et al., [14]  reported that 43  
(21.2%) out of the 203 patients were considered  

resectable while 160 patients (78.8%) were con-
sidered unresectable. Out of the 43 resectable  

patients, 35 patients were curative and 8 with  
exploratory intent.  

In Herrero s-Villanueva et al., [14] , CA19.9  
values were only available in 176 (86.7%) of the  
patients. The mean value of CA19.9 was 4793 ±  
16,878U/ml and median of 309.7U/ml (95% CI  
2282-7304). Among the 176 patients, CA19.9 was  

normal (≤37U/ml) in 50 (28.4%) and elevated (>37  
U/ml) in 126 (71.6%). Significant differences were  
found between CA19.9 serum values between  

resectable and non resectable patients.  

American Society of Clinical Oncology Clinical  
practice guideline [15]  recommend surgical resection  
of the primary tumor and lymph nodes for patients  
with CA19.9 suggestive of potentially curable  
disease, but in absence of jaundice.  

In the present study, there was a positive sig-
nificant correlation between CA19.9 with total  

bilirubin, ALT and AST.  

Also, in Herreros-Villanueva et al., [14] , 26.6%  
of patients, presented jaundice at diagnosis; no  

correlation exists between CA19.9 and jaundice.  

Identified that CA19.9 serum levels are not  
markedly affected by hyperbilirubinemia in both  

pancreatic cancer as well as chronic pancreatitis  

(correlation coefficients ≤0.135).  

A study published in 2017 by Mirkin et al., [16]  
found an association between pre-treatment CA19.9  
levels >800U/ml and advanced stage disease.  

In 2018, Santucci et al., [17]  reported CA19.9  
levels over 178U/ml strongly suggest unresectable  

disease. This yielded a sensitivity of 87.7% and  

specificity of 81.6%.  

Hartwig et al., [18]  reported the usefulness of  
preoperative CA19.9 levels based on results from  

a cohort of more than 1600 patients with potentially  

resectable PDAC and investigated the correlation  

between CA19.9 levels and tumor resectability. In  
pre-operative levels more than 500U/ml, the re-
sectability ratio was less than 70% and the median  

survival time after pancreatectomy was less than  
20 months.  

Herreros-Villanueva et al., [14] , demonstrated  
a limited clinical utility of 500U/ml for CA19.9  
as it provided only a sensitivity of 55.56% and a  
specifcity of 72.72%.  

In Veldhuisen et al., [19] , 54 patients with Lo-
cally Advanced Pancreatic Cancer (LAPC) after  
induction chemotherapy, using a 30% decrease  

of CA19.9 as cut-off, 9/10 patients were corre-
ctly classified as resectable (90% sensitivity, PPV  

43%) and 3/15 as unresectable (20% specificity,  

NPV 75%). A CA19.9 decrease ≥30% was associ-
ated with improved survival (22.4 vs. 12.7 months,  
p=0.02).  

In Kim et al., [20] , the mean and median values  
of CA19.9 for resectable tumors were significantly  

lower than unresectable tumors. The best cut-off  
points for CA19.9, and tumor size to predict re-
sectability were 92.77U/mL and 11.85cm 3 , respec-
tively. A CA19.9 ≥92.77U/mL and value no less  
than the cut-off level predicted the possibility of  

unresectability with 90.6% accuracy. However,  

tumor marker less than the cut-off levels predi-
cted the probability of resection only with 40.6%  

accuracy.  
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The use of CA19.9 in conjunction with modern  
imaging techniques may improve the (I) Charac-
terization of resectability, (II) Categorization of  

'borderline-resectable' tumours and (III) Selection  

of patients for neoadjuvant systemic therapy.  

The most important limitation is lack of con-
sensus between different studies with different cut-
off values of CA19.9; further homogenous studies  

are urgently needed.  

Furthermore, the utility of CA19.9 has several  
confounding limitations. Patients, who are negative  

for the Lewis blood group antigen form approxi-
mately 4% to 15% of the general population, do  

not synthesize CA 19.9. We did not test for Lewis  

antigen status in our study. Only one-half of cancers  

less than 2cm are associated with an elevated CA  

19.9. In addition, false-positive elevations in CA  
19.9 exist in benign conditions, such as in patients  

with extrahepatic biliary obstruction caused by  

pancreatitis and choledocholithiasis.  

Conclusion:  

CA19.9 is one of the tumor markers for pancre-
atic adenocarcinoma. It can be used as marker to  
identify pancreatic adenocarcinoma with limited  

sensitivity and specificity. The use of CA19.9 in  

conjunction with modern imaging techniques may  
improve the characterization of resectability and  

categorization of 'borderline-resectable' tumours,  

however this biomarker alone does not possess  
enough predictive value. Most likely, as suggested  

by many others, a combination of biomarkers is  
needed in order to achieve acceptable sensitivity  

and specificity in a disease with non-specific symp-
toms and low incidence.  

The CA19.9 level may be a useful marker for  
determining pre-operatively which patients have  

unresectable pancreatic cancer. Even though it is  

not the main target of this study. The presence of  
an elevated CA19.9 level should direct the surgeon  
to more liberal use of staging laparoscopy.  

Pre-operative CA19.9 serum levels provide  
important prognostic information in pancreatic  

cancer patients, correlate with tumor stage and  

independently predict overall survival. An increas-
ing post-operative CA19.9 serum level or failure  
of the CA19.9 serum levels to normalize post-
operatively is associated with a poor prognosis  
and suggests residual disease or the presence of  
occult metastasis while a decline or normalization  

of the post-operative CA19.9 serum level is asso-
ciated with improved survival.  
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